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Abstract:
Since energy limits coding and structural needs of cortical networks, a digital metabolic map of glucose oxidation of cortex will be important for understanding of how the human brain distributes its energy in different brain regions for different behavioral states. Importantly, whether (and how) do the high level animal brains utilize energy more efficiently than low level animals in neural information processing as well as cognitive computations? We first calculated a comprehensive CMRglc(ox)-derived energy budget for gray and white matter from the bottom-up, using biophysical properties of neurons and glia in conjunction with species-specific electrophysiological and morphological data. Comparing metabolic measurements by PET, 13 C MRS, and autoradiography in rat and human brain with budget-derived CMRglc(ox) revealed conserved properties. We observed that awake cortical signaling processes and mass-dependent nonsignaling processes demand ~70% and ~30% of CMRglc(ox), respectively. Then, we feed the energy budget calculations of individual neurons and glia into a 3-D human brain cell density map calculated based on BigBrain cell-stained histological data, formulating a 3-D brain energy map with energy calculations in unit of either glucose in micromole/min/gram. The results suggest 0.5-1.5 Hz firing rates across the entire human cerebrum. The reconstructed energy map can provide opportunities to reveal testable microscopic-level anomalies underlying metabolic neuroimaging of brain diseases and disorders.
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